
of the sample and the thermostat is such that the
new distributiohs T( t)'( t)(z) transform into one
another on increase i.n lral (ia < 0) and they do
not transform to T( 3)12'; r'epresenting the formation
of a ftdroptt in the current-voltage.characteristics
(curve 3 in Fig. 2). Finally, if T(3 )(z), then
for any current the profile ensures sufficient heat
transfer and there is no instability (curve 4 in
Fig. 2).

4. It is important to point out that the trans-
port coefficients found experimentally may depend
on T and thls makes it much more difficult to obtain
analytic criteria of the type given by Eq. (6).
However, the possibiUty of eontrol of the parameters
4 and s by a special surface treatment or by the
field effectE,e should lead to an experimental de-
tection of an instability. Moreover,. experimental
studies of an instability of eiectrons ean provide
information on nonlinear thermal pr@erties of the
surface, For example, in the case of Si with a
carrier clensity n r" l01e -101s cm-3 when lp | /lo "l0 it is found that in the, range of characteristic
currents lial r" 1(ia > 0) the neces:iary condi-
tions of Eq. (6) reduce to the ineq';-1.i;1i"" s > 2
and na/r' I (1-2i s)z-s. The first of them is the
recluirement ,in respect of the surface treaturent.
The second inequality is satisfied by thin Si films
Ia r, l0-:-10-3 cm, n/nt 6.106 em/s (Ref. 8),
and T, 5 77 Kl by a large margin. It should be
noted that, because of the dependence of r on
the nragnetic field, the quantity qa/( [i.e., H in
Eqs. (6)-(8)l ean be changed in experiments in
a contactless manner by applying a longitudinal
(along j) magnetic field.
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Translated by "{. T1 bulewicz

cant change in the opticaL properties of this com-
pound.

Simple approrrinate expressions will be ob-
tained beiow for the lifetime in a semiconductor
containing filaments-characterized by a high rate
of capture of nonequilibrium carriers. tfe shall
assume that these filarnents are cylinders of radius
a and height h, and that the average distance
between them is 9".= r't-:, where 0 is the radiation
dose. Under the erperimental conditions of Refs.
1 and 2 the inequalities a << t << h and a << L
are satisfied, where L is the mean free path of
nonequilibrium carriers in a crystalline substance'

According to Ref. 3, the density of a particle
flux flowing through a body of size a << L is in-
dependent of the shape of the body and equai

l-norl4. (1)

Here, n o is the coneentration of particles far

Estimate of the lifetimes of nonequilibrium cariers in a
semiconductor irradiated with heavy ions

E. A. Avrutin and M. E. Portnol

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Academy ofsciences ofthe USSR, Leningrad

(Submitted February 26, 1988; accepred for publication March 25, 1988)

Fiz. Tekh" Poluprovodn. 22,152+-1526 {August i988}

An irnportant task in modern picoseeond opto-
electronics is a major reduction in the lifetime of
carriers in semiconductor materials wjthout a change
in its main optical properties. This have been
achievedr by introducing into the ruatrix of an orig-
inai crystal a number of iocal regions with a high
rate of capture of nonequilibrium carriers, but these
regions occupy only a smail proportion of the
voiume of the whole erystal. Such regions can
be created by irrradiation with heavy ions, 1' 2 it
is assumed, that such irradiation creates filaruents
of an amoiphized.materiai along the slowing-down
tracks; the tiansverse size of such filaments
amounts to several lattice eonstants and the aver-
age distance between the fiiaments is governed
by the radiation dose.

IVleasurements of the nonequilibrium carrier
iifetime in GaAs i*adiated with oxygeri'ions are
reported in Ref. 2 and it is shown that, after
doses of O t l0tr ions/cm2, the lifetime r decreases
to values of the order of 10- 12 s without a signifi-
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from a body and V is the average absolute velocity
of the particles for which a uniform distribution
of the velocity direetions is assumed. In the case
of a DlaxwelUan distribution of particles of mass
m and temperature T, we have

o :4 (kT !2;mlh.

In considering determination of the nonequi-
librium carrier lifetime we shall assume steady-state
generation (for example, op.tical generation 0 of
carriers in the intervals betrireen the fiiaments
at a constant rate G such that r = (rD/G, where
(D is the average density of carriers in the in-
vestigated materiai and if a << L, then ( n) : no.

Assuming that all the particles reaching the
surface of the cyiinder are caputred by the cylin-
der and ignoring the recombination in the buik
of the material, we shall assume that the flux
of particles reaching one cylinder is equal to the
number of particles generated per unit time in
the volume occupied by this cyUnder:

n,,it
-7- 2tah: Gl:h,

so that

- - r'zt--n (3)

In order to al-low for the finite rate of capture
by such a cylinder, we shall introduce the average
reilection coefficient R of particles incident on
the cylinder surface.

After allowance for such reflection, we obtain

=:2tlr'(l -fi). (4)

lVe can reiate the value of R to another
phenonenological parameter which is the surface
recombination velocitv S:

n"8 ,, ^. n^f t - {iS.
l-(' - t,:----T-

'1" h on

tF 1r3 (6):::;;* r;l .

it should be noted that it follows from Eq.
(5) that the largest possible vaiue of S (conespond-
ing to R = 0) is S*"* = vl2, in good ag?eement
w.ith the results obrained, in Ref. 4 by a rigorous
microscopic analysis.

Equation (6) is obtained on the assumption
that the fiiaments are not charged. Horvever,
since i" t ih , in reaiity they become charged
to a eertain (negative) potential U.

lle shall assurne that R = 0 applies to both
tygres of carrier. According to Ref. 3, a generai:
ization of Eq. (1) for the eiectron flux density
reaching a repulsive center yields

. n,i, / eL' .,

r,:-l_c\p \_ T_i. (? )

The density of the hoie flux is .eonespondingly

used in Eqs. (9) and (10).

rc,lr ./t. \,.:rr:-?-rtr/.
Ifere,

where xo(z) is a root of the equation
( ,"i \erp (2ry I t - * I r: erp (_3:1 ar l: ,.I '; J I,.0/

A graph of the function f(z) is piotted in Fig. 1.

It follows fr.om the above diseussion that
the lower limil 16 the lifetlme under conditions
of eseape of particles to filaments is

2 / L0\ia'L?t (r.,6i -

In the case of GaAs, we have i"ii1., =
65ffi=2.Sandf(2.5): 1.4, i.e., . "-3'ib-"(300 K/T)1/ 2 (10-7 cm/a)(10r1 cm2/ g) s.

The above treatment is based on the assump-
tion that nonequilibrium carriers behave as classical
particles. An allowance for the quantum properties
within the framerork for the quantum properties
within the framework of the two-dimensional analogy
of the nonFesonance model of nuclear reactions 5

has the effect that the radius of the cylinder cap-
turing the partieies should be regarded as equal
to a + I*, where I* = I/Zn, and I is the de Broglie
wavelength of carriers; this reduces further the
calculated lifetime. However, since for the values
of T and 0 considered here the flux reaching
this cylinder is nainly due to eariers characterized
by tr* S a, this reduction is not very large. The
expression obtained gives the lifetime which is
of the same order of nraglitude and which depends
in the same way on T and 0 as the experimental
reSults reported in Ref. 2. The cal,culated life-
times are somewhat less than the experimental
values and this is primarily due to the reflection
of carriers from filaments.

The authors are grateful to V. I. Perei' for
excepdonaily valuable discussions, and to E. I.
Portnoi for making avaiiable the results of Ref.
2 before publicarion.
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I (:): e.rp r,., t,lr (r - + 
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f ,, ero r-r:l ar),

(5)

. n.,ts leU:, 1 4,/a:-elptl:F;ll, \^./ [ -;:
\

The value of U is f
electron and hole fluxes
\te then obtaln

,i;r tiV
(.
I
J
u

ound
reac.

\,
r' exp 1-r:y ar ). 

( 8 )

J
by equating the

ldng the cyiinder,

5 t|z
Functioul dependence f(z)
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The dynamics of establishment of the concen-
tration of drifting lithiun ions in an electric fieid
was considered theoretically in Ref . 1. The pres-
ent paper deals wjth the change in the lithium
concentration gradient during the compensaUon
process. We shall show that in the vicinity of
a p-n junction the gradient should decrease ex-
ponentially w-ilh timg. We shall give the results
of an experimental check of thjs prediction and
discuss its practical eonsequences.

L According to Ref. 1, the dynemics of
the change in the concentration N6(t) in a drift-
ing lithium layer is independent of the transla-
tional motion in the field and can be described
by

'r -{
,Y11 (r).: (1)

where N4 is-the concentration of aceeptors in the
original materiai; )i1i(0) is the concentration of
lithium at an arbitrarily initiaf nromentl t = ae e/
euNrli E and €o are the pernittivities of the
mateiial and of vacuum; e is the electron charge;
u is the ion mobility. Equation (1) does not in-
ciude a coordinate dependence beeause it applies
to the ease when the "observer" moves together
w.ith the iayer.

lVe shal] now obtain an expression for the
change in the lithium gradient in the region where
p-n -onversion takes piace. lYe shail do tlt-is by
assuming that the origin 5 = 0 of the selected
coordi.nale system is at the drifting boundary of
the p-n junction (inset in Fig. 1) and we shall
select such a region of i wuch will allow u.s to
assume tlrat the distribution of lithium is linear:
Nr - Nr,i({, 0) = a(O)i. Then, if a(0) €/Nli( t '0i'.. li-we find tirat Eq' (1) yields

r oi ___l r\1 (2),YLr (:, r) : iv/ll - qt-dt- "'p \- ;/1.

To within terms linear within E, we find that Eq.
(2) gives Ne. * N-U(9, t) = a(t) {, where

o (r) : c (0) erp (-r':). ( 3 )

The final expressions describes the dynamics of
the change in the concentration gra8,ient observed
in the p-n junction Piane.

Z. We checked experimentaily Eq. (3) by
a study of the drift of lit}ium from a layer estab-
lished by diffusion, which was deposited on silicon

0tE121520

FIG. 1. fire dependence of t]le lithj.u concentlation gladi4t
in the region of a drifthg p-n junction. Ibe i.nset shoss t!,e
selection of the origia of the coordfurate axis { ooving togelher
eith the p-n junction.

characterized by li-l = 2'8'l0r'2 cm-3 at 89oc rvhen
the bias voltage was 200 V. The cross sectional
area of the sample was S = 1.11 cms. The capaci-
tance-voitage characteristics of the p-n junction
being formJd were determined during the drift pro-
cessl The capacitance C was measured at a fre-
quency of I kHz using an E8-2 capacitance bridge"
A sampie was first cooled to room temperature'
The concentration gradient was deterrcined from
the capacitance measurements using the dependence
of l/C3 on V and the exPressions

1: /d{llc:l\-t (1)
":71;p ,. 1___at_)

The siope d(l/Ca)/dV and the error in its value
were calculated by the least-squares method3 for
the range of voltages corresponding to the linear
part of the dependence.

The bebavior of a(t) is plotted in Fig. I on a
semilogarithmic scale. $e can see that a(t) deca-vs
exponentiaily. The characteristic time constant
is r = I4.2 ! 0.2 h. It should be noted that the
experiment confirms the predictions of the theory
of Ref. 1 not oniy qualitativeiy but even quanti-
tativety. In fact, the value of the mobility of Li-
ions determined after a time t was P = Etoi etN-1 =
0.46'10- r'0 ssr2'!- I 's- I , in good agreement with
the published data.

{t i'tt
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